
From Here to Infinity 

A user guide to OASI'S new CCD Camera



●Earlier this year the Society purchased a new Atik Infinity Camera.

●This uses the latest technology to enable real-time stacking and 

aligning of images.

●This opens up the exciting prospect of having deep sky objects 

displayed live in colour at outreach events.

●The camera is also a good entry point for any member wishing to dip 

their toes into deep sky CCD imaging.

●It can also act as a guide camera in a autoguiding set-up.



About Atik Cameras

●Atik Cameras were founded in 2006 by Steve Chambers and Rui 

Tripa.

●From small beginnings, the company has grown rapidly. Atik cameras 

are now sold across Europe, USA, Canada, Australia, Japan and 

Malaysia.

●Atik is based in Norwich, where the cameras are designed and 

developed.

●Most of the equipment is manufactured in a dedicated factory in 

Lisbon, Portugal.



A Selection of Atik Cameras

Atik 1100 and Atik One 9.0



Atik 4120 EX                                   Atik 460 EX



Atik 314 L                                              Atik Titan



Atik Camera Specification Table One



Atik Camera Specification Table Two



Getting to know the Camera



What's in the Box?



Core Software

Atik Infinity Software                                  Artemis Capture               



Core Software

Atik Dawn                                                             Artemis RGB



Mechanical Drawing



Technical Information



More Information

●The Atik Infinity is the first Atik camera dedicated to Video Astronomy.

●It bridges the gap between visual observing and traditional 

astrophotography by capturing high quality images at live-view frame 

rates.

●The Sony ICX825 sensor with Exciew HAD CCD II can capture details 

on faint deep sky objects while maintaining an “at telescope” feeling.

●This technology has its roots in highly sensitive security cameras. 

Although the Infinity also uses technology from microscopy cameras.



Video Astronomy

●Video Astronomy, also known as Electronically Assisted Astronomy 

fills the gap in the area between visual observing and 

astrophotography.

●It can help the observer to view deep sky objects in real time and in 

colour in light polluted areas.

●It can also help observers who may have visual or physical disabilities 

to view objects.

●It also has benefits for outreach astronomy, more “wow” factor and 

less queues for the eyepiece.

●It is not a substitute for astrophotography, only modest equipment 

needed.



History of Video Astronomy

●Video Astronomy is not a new invention.



Video Astronomy in the 1960's

●Gil Miles of Sydney Amateur Astronomers in 1961.



Mallincam

●Since 1985 the Canadian company Mallincam have been producing video 

cameras for astronomy

●These were, at first, analogue cameras which outputted to a monitor with a 

composite video cable or S video cable. Images could be saved to a computer 

using a video capture device.
●Founded by Rock Mallin

●Mallincam now also produce digital CCD and CMOS cameras of high quality at a 

range of prices.

●In case anybody needs an explanation................

●CCD stands for Charged Coupled Device
●CMOS stands for Complimentary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor

●Each has its own merits............but that is a subject for another

●Workshop!

●These cameras produced images using a stacking routine called Integration.

●In the following years, dedicated Video Astronomy cameras have also been 
produced by companies such as Astro Video Systems, Watec, Stella Cam and 

Mintron.



Mallincam Junior Pro                             Mallincam Star Vision                                            



Camera Connections



Camera Connections



Camera Connections



Back to the Infinity

●In 2015 Atik Cameras launched the Infinity.

●As well as being sensitive enough for real time viewing of Deep Sky 

objects it can also be used for basic deep sky astrophotography and as 

a guide camera.

●Sessions can be recorded for playback and editing later.

●Single frames can be saved in PNG or FITS format for stacking and 

editing. FITS frames can be edited in Atik's Dawn Software or the free 

FITS Liberator.

●The Infinity can be used with reasonably modest equipment. A driven 

mount is required, it doesn't have to be equatorial, the software will sort 

out any field rotation on alt/az mounts.

●Due to sensor and pixel size, the Infinity works best on telescopes in 

the 300mm to 1000mm focal length range.

●The Infinity is available as a colour or monochrome camera. The 

monochrome being more sensitive.



Hardware Requirements

●The Infinity has modest minimum hardware requirements.

●Pentium III PC

●128 MB Ram

●Windows Vista or above

●CD Rom Drive

●USB 2 Port

●12 Volt DC 1Amp power required, a Power Tank would supply this.



Things that the Infinity Isn't

●The Infinity has a minimum exposure length of 0.001 second.

●This makes it suitable for viewing the bright Planets, Sun and Moon 

only in “Live View”, (the images will not be stacking.)

●However, the Beta 3 version of the software has a fix for this.

●The Infinity has a maximum exposure time of 120 seconds. Even 

though you can bring out colour and detail from deep sky objects in a 

few seconds, it is no match for a dedicated, cooled, CCD camera, 

which can take exposures of many minutes.



Competitors

Starlight Express Lodestar x2                             UltraStar   

Running Starlight Live Software                                           



Live Broadcasting

●Another exciting feature of the camera is the ability to produce live 

broadcasts for viewing on the internet.

●All that is required is a Google account and associated YouTube 

channel. These are free and readily available.

●You can broadcast live and can record and process the video to keep 

as a record.

●This is a feature which I have yet to try out, it is something the Society 

could explore to do if the interest is there.

●A recent development is the Video Astronomy Live website, users can 

broadcast live to their own channel.



Video Astronomy Live



That's the end of the Slideshow

Now I will try to demonstrate the software!


